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Abstract
Objective This study aims to elucidate the functional role of IQGAP1 phosphorylation modification mediated by the 
SOX4/MAPK1 regulatory axis in developing pancreatic cancer through phosphoproteomics analysis.

Methods Proteomics and phosphoproteomics data of pancreatic cancer were obtained from the Clinical Proteomic 
Tumor Analysis Consortium (CPTAC) database. Differential analysis, kinase-substrate enrichment analysis (KSEA), and 
independent prognosis analysis were performed on these datasets. Subtype analysis of pancreatic cancer patients 
was conducted based on the expression of prognostic-related proteins, and the prognosis of different subtypes was 
evaluated through prognosis analysis. Differential analysis of proteins in different subtypes was performed to identify 
differential proteins in the high-risk subtype. Clinical correlation analysis was conducted based on the expression 
of prognostic-related proteins, pancreatic cancer typing results, and clinical characteristics in the pancreatic cancer 
proteomics dataset. Functional pathway enrichment analysis was performed using GSEA/GO/KEGG, and most module 
proteins correlated with pancreatic cancer were selected using WGCNA analysis. In cell experiments, pancreatic 
cancer cells were grouped, and the expression levels of SOX4, MAPK1, and the phosphorylation level of IQGAP1 were 
detected by RT-qPCR and Western blot experiments. The effect of SOX4 on MAPK1 promoter transcriptional activity 
was assessed using a dual-luciferase assay, and the enrichment of SOX4 on the MAPK1 promoter was examined using 
a ChIP assay. The proliferation, migration, and invasion functions of grouped pancreatic cancer cells were assessed 
using CCK-8, colony formation, and Transwell assays. In animal experiments, the impact of SOX4 on tumor growth 
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Introduction
Pancreatic cancer is a prominent contributor to global 
cancer mortality, with a persistently low five-year sur-
vival rate [1]. The pathogenesis of pancreatic cancer is 
intricate and encompasses various genetic and envi-
ronmental factors [2]. The continuous advancement of 
medical research has led to the recognition that protein 
phosphorylation modification plays a crucial role in the 
occurrence, development, and treatment of pancreatic 
cancer [3]. Phosphorylation is the predominant post-
translational modification of proteins and contributes to 
various biological processes, including signal transduc-
tion, cell cycle regulation, and metabolic control [4–6].

Phosphoproteomics has emerged as a prominent field 
of research in recent years, offering a novel approach to 
elucidate phosphorylation events and their affiliated sig-
naling pathways in cancer [7–9]. Phosphoproteomics 
uncovers the functions of diverse kinases and substrates 
in advancing tumors by examining protein phosphoryla-
tion sites [10]. SOX4, MAPK1, and IQGAP1 are all asso-
ciated with the occurrence and progression of pancreatic 
cancer [11, 12].

SOX4 is a transcription factor involved in multiple bio-
logical processes, including cell proliferation, differentia-
tion, and migration [13]. MAPK1, a kinase, is pivotal in 
numerous signaling pathways [14]. IQGAP1 is a versa-
tile protein involved in cell cytoskeleton remodeling, cell 
migration, and intercellular signaling [15]. Although the 
individual functions of these proteins have been exten-
sively studied, the interactions and synergistic effects in 
pancreatic cancer remain unclear.

This study aimed to investigate the role of IQGAP1 
phosphorylation modification, which is mediated by the 
SOX4/MAPK1 regulatory axis, in the development of 
pancreatic cancer using phosphoproteomic analysis. We 

aim to offer novel strategies and a theoretical foundation 
for early diagnosis, molecular subtyping, and targeted 
pancreatic cancer therapy. This study will be achieved 
through a comprehensive analysis of tissues collected 
from patients with pancreatic cancer. This research is 
highly important for enhancing our understanding of the 
pathogenesis of pancreatic cancer and could facilitate 
the development of more precise and effective treatment 
methods for patients.

Materials and methods
Protein sequencing of pancreatic cancer tissue samples
Invitrogen’s protein extraction buffer (78,501) is utilized 
for extracting proteins from tissue samples, and the BCA 
method is employed to determine protein concentration. 
The protein samples were subjected to gel electropho-
resis and digested with Invitrogen’s trypsin (15,400,054) 
under acidic conditions to break down the proteins into 
peptides. Following this, a mass spectrometer is utilized 
to analyze the sample. Pre-processing steps, including 
solid-phase extraction (SPE), are conducted to eliminate 
impurities. Following this, we utilized the liquid chroma-
tography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) instrument manu-
factured by Thermo Fisher to analyze proteins. Lastly, 
we examine the data obtained from mass spectrometry 
analysis of the protein, which comprises mass spectrum 
analysis, protein identification, quantitative analysis, and 
other relevant factors [16].

Data downloading and analysis
The proteomics and phosphoproteomics data of pan-
creatic cancer were obtained from the CPTAC data-
base (https://pdc.cancer.gov/pdc/). After organizing the 
data, we collected 211 pancreatic cancer tissue samples, 

and metastasis through the regulation of MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphorylation modification was studied by constructing 
subcutaneous and orthotopic pancreatic cancer xenograft models, as well as a liver metastasis model in nude mice.

Results Phosphoproteomics and proteomics data analysis revealed that the kinase MAPK1 may play an important 
role in pancreatic cancer progression by promoting IQGAP1 phosphorylation modification. Proteomics analysis 
classified pancreatic cancer patients into two subtypes, C1 and C2, where the high-risk C2 subtype was associated 
with poor prognosis, malignant tumor typing, and enriched tumor-related pathways. SOX4 may promote the 
occurrence of the high-risk C2 subtype of pancreatic cancer by regulating MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphorylation 
modification. In vitro cell experiments confirmed that SOX4 promoted IQGAP1 phosphorylation modification by 
activating MAPK1 transcription while silencing SOX4 inhibited the proliferation, migration, and invasion of pancreatic 
cancer cells by reducing the phosphorylation level of MAPK1-IQGAP1. In vivo, animal experiments further confirmed 
that silencing SOX4 suppressed the growth and metastasis of pancreatic cancer by reducing the phosphorylation 
level of MAPK1-IQGAP1.

Conclusion The findings of this study suggest that SOX4 promotes the phosphorylation modification of IQGAP1 by 
activating MAPK1 transcription, thereby facilitating the growth and metastasis of pancreatic cancer.

Keywords Pancreatic cancer, Phosphoproteomics, Tumor typing, Tumor growth and metastasis, SOX4, MAPK1 kinase, 
IQGAP1 phosphorylation, KSEA analysis
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consisting of 74 normal control tissues and 137 tumor 
tissues.

Differential expression analysis was conducted on the 
dataset using the ‘limma’ package in R software. The dif-
ferential p-values were then subjected to False Discovery 
Rate (FDR) correction. We will utilize a filtering thresh-
old of FDR values less than 0.05 to obtain differentially 
expressed proteins. We employed the “pheatmap” and 
“ggplot2” packages to generate the heatmap and volcano 
plot, respectively. We employ the “KSEAapp” package to 
conduct kinase-substrate enrichment analysis and visual-
ize and map the resulting kinase-substrate network using 
Cytoscape v3.6.0 software. The analysis used R version 
4.2.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) [17].

Survival analysis
Integrate the survival time and status of pancreatic can-
cer patients from the CPTAC database’s pancreatic can-
cer proteomic dataset with the protein expression data. 
Pancreatic cancer patients were categorized into high-
expression and low-expression groups using the median 
protein expression with the help of the “survival” pack-
age in R. Subsequently, a survival analysis was performed 
[18]. P < 0.05 is considered statistically significant.

Independent prognosis analysis
Integrate the survival time and status of pancreatic can-
cer patients from the CPTAC database’s pancreatic can-
cer proteomic dataset with the protein expression data. 
Conduct survival analysis using the “survival” package 
in R software, encompassing univariate and multivari-
ate Cox analyses [18]. P < 0.05 is considered statistically 
significant.

Pancreatic cancer classification
Using ConsensusClusterPlus package and applying con-
sistent clustering analysis, we conducted subtype analysis 
on pancreatic cancer patients, evaluated the prognosis of 
pancreatic cancer subtypes through prognostic analysis, 
and performed differential analysis on proteins according 
to subtypes in order to obtain differential proteins in the 
high-risk subtypes of pancreatic cancer [16].

Clinical relevance analysis
The pancreatic cancer proteomic dataset was used to 
analyze the independent prognostic-related protein 
expression, pancreatic cancer subtype results, and clini-
cal characteristics of pancreatic cancer patients for clini-
cal correlation. This analysis was performed using the 
‘ComplexHeatmap’ package in the R software, creating a 
heatmap [19].

GSEA analysis
The samples were grouped based on the subtypes of pan-
creatic cancer, and a pathway enrichment analysis (Gene 
Set Enrichment Analysis, GSEA) was conducted to iden-
tify differential pathway enrichment between the two 
groups. We used three gene sets from MSigDB to sup-
port our analysis: go.cc_analysis.Gsea.1,689,305,913,241, 
go.mf_analysis.Gsea.1,689,304,082,899, and kegg_analy-
sis.Gsea.1,689,303,926,237 [20].

GO and KEGG functional enrichment analysis
We conducted functional enrichment analysis on differ-
entially expressed genes using the “ClusterProfiler” pack-
age in R and further visualized the enrichment results 
with the “ggplot2” package. We analyze cellular func-
tions and signaling pathways primarily enriched in dif-
ferentially expressed proteins, using a significance level of 
P < 0.05 as the filtering criterion [21].

Weighted gene co-expression network analysis
The WGCNA analysis was performed using the 
“WGCNA” package in R software. First, the Hclust func-
tion is used for hierarchical clustering analysis. Then, 
the “pickSoftThreshold” function is utilized to select 
an appropriate soft threshold (β) and perform the adja-
cency matrix transformation. The Topological Overlap 
Matrix (TOM) is computed, and a hierarchical cluster-
ing dendrogram is constructed to divide similar protein 
expressions into different modules, where a minimum 
gene count of 50 is required. To merge potentially simi-
lar modules, a threshold of 0.25 is defined as the cutting 
height. Finally, the expression profiles of each module are 
summarized using module eigengenes (ME) and the cor-
relation between ME and traits is calculated [19].

Lentivirus construction
The lentiviral interference vector, pSIH1-H1-copGFP(sh-, 
SI501A-1 interference vector), and the lentiviral overex-
pression vector, pCDH-CMV-MCS-EF1α-copGFP(oe-, 
CD511B-1 overexpression vector), are to be purchased 
from System Biosciences (USA). These vectors will be 
used to construct a lentiviral-based interference vector 
for the SOX4 gene and an overexpression vector for the 
SOX4 and MAPK1 genes. Lentivirus particles in the len-
tivirus packaging kit (A35684CN, Invitrogen, USA) were 
successfully enclosed into HEK-293T cells (iCell-h237, 
Sino Biological Inc., Shanghai, China). The cell superna-
tant, collected after 48 h, contained the lentivirus with a 
1 × 108 TU/ml titer. The sequence of sh-NC is  A T T C G A 
G G C A T C A C T A C A G A C. The sequence of sh-SOX4-1 is 
 A G C G A C A A G A T C C C T T T C A T T. The sequence of sh-
SOX4-2 is  T G G G C A C A T C A A G C G A C C C A T [22].
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Cell culture and grouping
Human normal pancreatic ductal epithelial cells (H6C7) 
sourced from Ningbo Mingzhou Biological Technol-
ogy Co., Ltd. (MZ-0793) were maintained in human 
pancreatic epithelial cell complete growth medium 
(MCM-H025) also from Ningbo Mingzhou Biological 
Technology Co., Ltd. On the other hand, human pancre-
atic cancer cells PSN1 and HPAC (MZ-8139, MZ-1184) 
were cultured in human pancreatic cancer cell com-
plete growth medium (CM-H153) sourced from Wuhan 
Puno Sai Life Science Technology Co., Ltd. The cells 
were divided into five groups following the experimen-
tal requirements: oe-NC, oe-SOX4, sh-NC + oe-NC, sh-
SOX4 + oe-NC, and sh-SOX4 + oe-MAPK1. One mL of 
the appropriate lentivirus was added to the cells, and the 
lentiviral infection effect was examined after 48 h [23].

RT-qPCR
Total RNA was extracted from cells using TRIzol 
(15,596,026, ThermoFisher, USA). The concentration and 
purity of the extracted total RNA were then measured 
using a Nanodrop 2000 micro UV spectrophotometer 
(ThermoFisher, USA). mRNA was reverse transcribed 
into cDNA using the PrimeScript RT reagent Kit (Takara 
Code: RR047A, Takara, Japan), and gene primers were 
synthesized by TaKaRa company (Table S1). Real-time 
fluorescence quantitative PCR detection was conducted 
using the 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System (4,351,106, 
ThermoFisher, USA). The reaction conditions consisted 
of an initial denaturation at 95  °C for 10  min, followed 
by denaturation at 95 °C for 10 s, annealing at 60 °C for 
20 s, extension at 72 °C for 34 s, and a total of 40 cycles. 
The relative quantification method (2-ΔΔCT method) was 
employed to determine the relative transcription levels 
of the target gene, with GAPDH serving as the reference 
gene. ΔΔCT is calculated as the difference between ΔCT 
of the experimental group and ΔCT of the control group. 
ΔCT represents the target gene’s Ct value minus the ref-
erence gene’s Ct value. The relative transcription level of 
the target gene mRNA is then calculated as 2-ΔΔCT [24]. 
Each experiment is repeated three times.

Dual-luciferase assay
The oe-NC and oe-SOX4 vectors were separately co-
transfected with a dual luciferase reporter gene vector 
containing the MAPK1 promoter sequence ( G A A C A A 
A G A G) and the mutant variant ( C T T A G C C A G T) with 
a mutated MAPK1 binding site (designated as MAPK1-
WT and MAPK1-MUT, respectively) into HEK293T 
human embryonic kidney cells to evaluate the influence 
of SOX4 on the transcriptional activity of the MAPK1 
promoter. The expression of the internal reference gene, 
α-galactosidase, is utilized to compare the activation 
level of the target reporter gene. The cells that had been 

transfected were collected and lysed 48 h after transfec-
tion. The luciferase reporter gene was then detected 
using a luciferase assay kit (K801-200, BioVision, USA). 
Furthermore, the Promega dual-luciferase reporter 
gene analysis system (Madison, USA) was employed to 
detect luciferase enzymes. The activity level of the tar-
get reporter gene is determined by comparing the ratio 
between the relative luminescence units (RLU) obtained 
from the firefly luciferase assay and the RLU obtained 
from the Renilla luciferase assay [25].

ChIP experiment
To evaluate the enrichment of SOX4 in the promoter 
region of the MAPK1 gene, we utilized the ChIP assay kit 
(KT101-02, Sai Cheng Biotechnology Co., Ltd., Guang-
zhou, China). The specific steps are as follows: When 
the cells reach a fusion degree of 70–80%, add 1% form-
aldehyde and fix them at room temperature for 10  min 
to crosslink and stabilize the DNA and proteins within 
the cells. After completing the cross-linking process, 
ultrasonic treatment achieves random fragmentation. 
Each 10-second ultrasonic treatment is followed by a 
10-second interval, repeated for 15 cycles. This process 
results in the DNA being fragmented into appropri-
ately sized fragments. Next, the supernatant was cen-
trifuged at 13,000  rpm at 4 degrees Celsius and divided 
into three equal portions. The supernatants were incu-
bated overnight with the following antibodies: anti-
RNA polymerase II rabbit polyclonal antibody (1:100, 
ab238146, Abcam, UK) as a positive control, rabbit 
anti-IgG antibody (1:100, ab172730, Abcam, UK) as a 
negative control, and rabbit anti-SOX4 antibody (1:100, 
NBP3-18643, novusbio) for detecting the target protein. 
Endogenous DNA-protein complexes were precipitated 
by utilizing Protein Agarose/Sepharose. The superna-
tant was subsequently removed through brief centrifu-
gation, followed by washing of non-specific complexes. 
For decrosslinking, overnight incubation at 65 degrees 
Celsius was conducted. Finally, the Phenol/Chloroform 
method was employed to extract, purify, and recover the 
DNA fragments intended for qPCR detection of the pro-
moter region of the MAPK1 gene. Specific primers for 
the MAPK1 gene promoter region were used: Forward 
primer (5’- C C A G G A A C A T G G A G T G T G C T-3’) and 
Reverse primer (5’- C C A G G A A C A T G G A G T G T G C T-3’) 
[26].

Western blot
Total protein in tissues or cells could be extracted using 
RIPA lysis buffer containing PMSF (P0013C, Bi Yun 
Tian, Shanghai, China). The sample should be incubated 
on ice at 4℃ for 30 min. After incubation, the superna-
tant should be collected by centrifugation at 8000  g for 
10  min. Employ the BCA assay kit to measure the total 
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protein concentration (23,227, ThermoFisher, USA). Fifty 
micrograms (50 µg) of protein were dissolved in 2× SDS 
sample buffer, heated for 5  min, and subjected to SDS-
PAGE gel electrophoresis. Transfer the protein onto a 
PVDF membrane and then block it with 5% skim milk 
at room temperature for 1 h. Next, the PVDF membrane 
was incubated overnight at 4  °C with primary antibod-
ies diluted in the following ratios: SOX4 (1:4000, NBP3-
18643, novusbio), MAPK1 (1:1500, ab32081, Abcam, 
Cambridge, UK), IQGAP1 (1:2000, ab133490, Abcam, 
Cambridge, UK), p-IQGAP1 (1:1000, ab17464, Abcam, 
Cambridge, UK), and GAPDH (ab9485, 1:2500, Abcam, 
Cambridge, UK) which served as an internal control. 
Wash with TBST three times for 10 min each. The mem-
brane was incubated with HRP-conjugated anti-goat 
IgG H&L secondary antibody (ab97051, 1:2000, Abcam, 
Cambridge, UK) for 1  h. Following rinsing with TBST, 
position the membrane onto a pristine glass slide. Take 
the appropriate amounts of liquids A and B, thoroughly 
mix them, and apply them to the membrane. The Bio-
Rad image analysis system from BIO-RAD Corporation 
in the United States was utilized to perform the analysis. 
The Quantity One v4.6.2 software was employed for this 
purpose. The relative protein content was determined 
by dividing each protein band’s grayscale value by the 
GAPDH protein band [27]. Repeat the experiment three 
times and take the average.

CCK-8 assay
The results of the cell proliferation experiment were ana-
lyzed using the CCK-8 kit (CA1210, Beijing Solaibao 
Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China), and the statisti-
cal analysis was performed. Cells from the logarithmic 
growth phase were plated at a density of 1 × 104 cells 
per well in a 96-well plate for pre-culture for 24  h. Fol-
lowing pre-culture, the cells were transfected based on 
the assigned groups. After a 48-hour transfection, 10 µL 
of CCK-8 reagent was added at 0, 24, 48, and 72 h post-
transfection. The cells were then incubated at 37℃ for 
3  h. The absorbance value of each well at a wavelength 
of 450 nm should be measured using a spectrophotom-
eter. This value is directly related to cell proliferation in 
the culture medium and will be used to generate the cell 
growth curve [28].

Cloning formation experiment
Use cloning formation experiments to determine cell pro-
liferation. Inoculate the cells at a density of 2000 cells per 
dish in a 6 cm culture dish. Replace the culture medium 
with fresh medium, and after 14 days of cell growth, the 
colonies were stained using a 0.5% weight/volume solu-
tion of crystal violet (C8470, Soleibao Technology Co., 
Ltd., Beijing, China) to facilitate photography and quanti-
tative observation of colony formation. A clone could be 

defined as a formed cell cluster containing more than 50 
cells [23].

Transwell experiment
For the invasion experiment, the Matrigel gel (356,234, 
Shanghai Haoyang Biotechnology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, 
China) stored at -80℃ should be retrieved and left to 
equilibrate at 4℃ overnight to thaw into a liquid state. 
Add 200 µL of Matrigel gel to 200 µL of serum-free cul-
ture medium at 4℃. Mix thoroughly to dilute the gel 
matrix. Then, add 50 µL of the diluted gel to the upper 
chamber of each Transwell plate and place them in the 
incubator. Wait for gel solidification, which typically 
takes 2–3 h. The cells were digested and counted, and a 
cell suspension was prepared using a serum-free culture 
medium. 200 µL of cell suspension was added to each 
upper chamber, while the lower chamber was filled with 
800 µL of conditioned medium containing 20% FBS. 
Incubate for 24 h in a 37℃ incubator. Remove the Tran-
swell plate from the experiment, rinse it two times with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and gently wipe the top 
surface of the cells using a cotton ball. Next, the speci-
men was fixed with formaldehyde for 10 min, followed by 
three thorough rinses with water. The sample was stained 
using a 0.1% Crystal Violet solution and incubated at 
room temperature for 30 min. After incubation, the sam-
ple was rinsed twice with PBS. Observe, photograph, and 
count using an inverted microscope. Migration experi-
ments do not necessitate extracellular matrix gel coat-
ing, and the incubation duration is 24 h [29]. A minimum 
of four cells should be counted under the microscope 
in randomly selected fields of view. The experiment is 
repeated three times.

Nude mouse pancreatic cancer model
Fifty-four BALB/c nude mice, aged 6 weeks, were 
obtained from Beijing Vital River Laboratory Animal 
Technology Co., Ltd., located in Beijing, China. The nude 
mice are individually housed in separate cages within an 
SPF-grade animal laboratory. The laboratory maintains a 
humidity level of 60–65% and a temperature range of 22 
to 25℃. The experiment began after one week of adaptive 
feeding, during which the health condition of the hairless 
mice was observed. The Animal Ethics Committee of our 
institution has approved the experimental protocol and 
procedures for animal use.

In this study, nude mice were utilized to establish sub-
cutaneous and orthotopic pancreatic cancer xenograft 
models and a liver metastasis model in nude mice. The 
models are divided into the sh-NC + oe-NC group, the 
sh-SOX4 + oe-NC group, and the sh-SOX4 + oe-MAPK1 
group. Each group consists of six nude mice.

A subcutaneous xenograft model of pancreatic can-
cer in nude mice was established using PSN1 pancreatic 
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cancer cell lines. The cell lines were prepared as a cell sus-
pension with a concentration of 2 × 107 cells/mL in each 
group. Next, using a 1 mL syringe, draw 0.2 mL of the cell 
suspension for injection and subcutaneously inject it into 
the nude mouse’s left axillary region. After vaccination, it 
is important to continue housing all nude mice in a facil-
ity with SPF-grade conditions. On the 36th day, eutha-
nasia was conducted on the nude mice in each group by 
dislocating their cervical vertebrae. Subsequently, tumor 
tissues were extracted and weighed while concurrently 
documenting lymph node metastasis in the armpits of 
each group of nude mice.

An in-situ xenograft model of pancreatic cancer was 
established in nude mice. 200 µL of PSN1-lucifer cells 
(2 × 107) (L7840, Beijing Solaibao Technology Co., Ltd., 
Beijing, China) were injected into the pancreatic tissue of 
the nude mice. Four weeks after injection, the nude mice 
were transferred to the imaging room and subjected to 
imaging using the IVIS Lumina XR instrument (Perki-
nElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) to capture both white light 
and bioluminescence images.

Nude mouse liver metastasis model: Each group of 
PSN1 cells (2 × 107) was intravenously injected into the 
nude mice using a 0.2 mL cell suspension. Thirty-six days 
later, each group of nude mice was euthanized using the 
cervical dislocation method. Liver tissues were extracted, 
and H&E staining was performed to determine the aver-
age number of liver metastases [23].

H&E staining
The liver tissue slices from the naked mole rat liver 
metastasis model should be flattened and then dewaxed 
in water. Next, the liver tissue sections were stained 
using the hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining reagent 
kit (PT001, Shanghai Bogu Biological Technology Co., 
Ltd., Shanghai, China) per the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The main steps are as follows: Sudan III staining 
is performed at room temperature for 10  min, followed 
by rinsing with water for 30–60 s. Then, 1% hydrochloric 
acid alcohol differentiation is done for 30 s, then rinsing 
with water and soaking for 5  min. Next, Eosin staining 
is carried out at room temperature for 1 min. The tissue 
is dehydrated with an alcohol gradient (70%, 80%, 90%, 
95%, 100%) for 1 min at each gradient. Xylene is applied 
for 1  min, and the tissue is then made transparent in 
xylene I and II, each for 1 min twice. After that, the tissue 
is sealed in a ventilated cabinet with neutral resin. Finally, 
the histological changes in each hepatic tissue group are 
observed and photographed using an optical microscope 
(BX50; Olympus Corp, Tokyo, Japan) [30].

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis for this study was performed using 
IBM’s SPSS software (version 21.0) in the United States. 

The measurement data are expressed as Mean ± SD. 
Comparisons between two data groups with a normal 
distribution were conducted using the unpaired Student’s 
t-test. Multiple group comparisons were performed using 
a one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test.

Results
MAPK1 kinase activity and IQGAP1 phosphorylation as 
potential drivers in pancreatic cancer progression
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is among 
the most lethal solid malignancies. In recent years, 
proteomics and post-translational modification analy-
sis have emerged as critical tools in cancer research. 
They offer substantial implications in enhancing our 
comprehension of tumor pathogenesis, identifying 
novel biomarkers and therapeutic targets, and further 
assisting in diagnosing and treating this disease [31]. 
Hence, we investigate the possible molecular mecha-
nisms that regulate the progression of pancreatic can-
cer, using proteomics data of pancreatic cancer and 
phosphorylation.

To begin, retrieve the pancreatic cancer proteome 
and phosphoproteome data from the CPTAC data-
base. After organizing the data, we found 211 pancre-
atic tissue samples, consisting of 74 normal control 
tissues and 137 tumor tissues. The proteins detected 
in these tissue samples overlap with those undergoing 
phosphorylation modification, as depicted in Fig.  1A. 
A total of 10,116 proteins were detected, of which 
4,584 were observed to undergo phosphorylation 
modification.

Subsequently, differential analysis was conducted on 
the phosphorylation sites of the peptide fragments. The 
results (Fig. 1B-C) indicated an upregulation in the phos-
phorylation levels of 560 phosphorylation sites in pan-
creatic cancer tissues. We conducted a Kinase-Substrate 
Enrichment Analysis (KSEA) on the phosphorylation 
sites of peptides that were upregulated based on the 
phosphorylation level. The results (Fig.  1D-E) revealed 
that in pancreatic cancer tissues, the kinase activity of 
MAPK1 was higher than in the normal control group. 
The kinase MAPK1 had several substrates: BRAF, 
IQGAP1, CALD1, MAP2K2, and PKM (Fig. 1F).

Moreover, we performed differential analysis on pro-
teins sourced from phosphorylated peptides, revealing 
(Fig.  2A-B) a total of 189 proteins exhibiting elevated 
phosphorylation levels in pancreatic cancer tissues. The 
intersection of substrates and phosphorylation levels that 
were upregulated in KSEA analysis revealed (Fig. 2C-D) 
that the phosphorylation levels of BRAF and IQGAP1 
proteins were significantly increased in pancreatic cancer 
tissues. Previous studies have shown that phosphoryla-
tion modifications can affect protein-protein interactions, 
and through PPI networks, it is possible to understand 
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the important regulatory role of phosphorylated proteins 
[32]. Building on the upregulated phosphorylation levels 
of proteins, a PPI network was constructed, and it was 
found (Fig. 2E) that the interaction between IQGAP1 and 
other proteins was more significant compared to BRAF. 
Therefore, we speculate that in pancreatic cancer, the 
kinase MAPK1 may play an important role in tumor pro-
gression by promoting the phosphorylation modification 
of IQGAP1.

Identification and prognostic analysis of differentially 
expressed proteins in pancreatic Cancer reveals two 
patient subtypes
Subsequently, we conducted a differential analysis of 
the total proteins in pancreatic cancer using proteomic 
data. The analysis revealed 437 differentially expressed 
proteins in pancreatic cancer tissues, with 148 proteins 
upregulated and 289 downregulated. These results are 
presented in Fig. 3A-B. Further analysis of 437 differen-
tially expressed proteins was conducted for prognosis, 
resulting in a total of 58 prognostic-associated proteins 
(Table S1). After independent prognosis analysis, a final 

Fig. 1 Differential Analysis and KSEA analysis of phosphoproteomic data in pancreatic cancer. Note (A) Venn diagram representing the intersection be-
tween proteins and phosphorylated proteins. (B) Volcano plot showing differential phosphorylation site patterns in the dataset, with red dots indicating 
upregulated phosphorylation levels and blue dots indicating downregulated phosphorylation levels. (C) Heatmap of phosphorylation levels at differen-
tial peptide phosphorylation sites in the dataset, with hierarchical clustering based on phosphorylation levels on the left dendrogram, color bar on the 
right representing the gradient, with red indicating high phosphorylation levels, and blue indicating low phosphorylation levels. Above the histogram, 
red represents pancreatic cancer tissue samples (137 cases), and blue represents normal pancreatic tissue samples (74 cases). (D) Kinase-substrate net-
work in KSEA analysis, purple representing kinases and orange representing substrates. (E) Bar graph of KSEA analysis results, with red bars representing 
upregulated kinases in pancreatic cancer tissue and blue bars representing downregulated kinases in pancreatic cancer tissue, while black bars represent 
kinases with no difference. (F) Protein-protein interaction network of the substrate corresponding to MAPK1.
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selection of 36 proteins was made (Fig.  3C). Based on 
these 36 proteins, pancreatic cancer patients were 
divided into two subtypes, C1 subtype and C2 subtype, 
using consistent clustering analysis (Fig.  3D-E). In con-
clusion, pancreatic cancer patients can be classified into 
two subtypes based on the analysis of 36 independently 
prognostic-related proteins.

Correlation of pancreatic cancer subtypes with prognosis 
and tumor malignancy reveals high-risk C2 subtype with 
aberrant pathway activation
The previous analysis divided patients with pancreatic 
cancer into two subtypes. Then, a correlation analysis 

of prognosis and clinical characteristics was conducted 
on the C1/C2 subtypes. The results demonstrated that 
patients with the C2 subtype had a worse prognosis than 
those with the C1 subtype (Fig.  4A). Additionally, there 
was a correlation between the C2 subtype and tumor 
malignancy grading (Fig.  4B-C). These findings suggest 
that the C2 subtype represents a high-risk group among 
pancreatic cancer patients.

Furthermore, an enrichment analysis using GSEA 
was performed to identify the enriched pathways in 
the C1/C2 subtypes. As depicted in Fig.  4D, the results 
revealed that the C2 subtype exhibited aberrant activa-
tion of numerous tumor-related pathways. In conclusion, 

Fig. 2 Potential Impact of MAPK1-Mediated Phosphorylation of IQGAP1 on the Development of Pancreatic Cancer. Note (A) Volcano plot of differentially 
phosphorylated peptide-derived proteins in the dataset, with red dots indicating upregulated expression and blue dots indicating downregulated ex-
pression. (B) Heatmap of differential protein phosphorylation levels in the dataset, with hierarchical clustering based on protein phosphorylation levels 
on the left dendrogram, color bar on the right representing the gradient, with red indicating high phosphorylation levels and blue indicating low phos-
phorylation levels. Above the histogram, blue represents cancer tissue samples in the C1 subtype (61 cases), and red represents cancer tissue samples in 
the C2 subtype (73 cases). (C) Venn diagram representing the intersection between substrates and upregulated phosphorylated proteins in KSEA analysis. 
(D) Bar graph of BRAF and IQGAP1 protein phosphorylation levels in the dataset, with red representing pancreatic cancer tissue samples (137 cases) and 
blue representing normal pancreatic tissue samples (74 cases). (E) PPI network is constructed based on upregulated phosphorylated proteins
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pancreatic cancer patients with the high-risk C2 sub-
type are linked to a poor prognosis and aggressive tumor 
subtyping, and there is also a high abundance of tumor-
related pathways.

Role of protein phosphorylation in distinguishing high-risk 
C2 subtype: implications for IQGAP1 and tumor-related 
pathways in pancreatic cancer progression
To further analyze and reveal the overall situation of 
protein phosphorylation modifications in the C1/C2 
subtypes, we conducted differential analysis of phos-
phorylated proteins, and the results showed (Fig. 5A-B): 
compared to the C1 subtype, there were a total of 590 sig-
nificantly upregulated phosphorylation levels of proteins 
in the C2 subtype. Previous studies have revealed that the 
phosphorylation level of IQGAP1 protein is significantly 
elevated in pancreatic cancer tissues (Fig.  2D). This is 
consistent with the significant increase trend of IQGAP1 
protein phosphorylation level in the C2 subtype (Fig. 5C), 
indicating that phosphorylation modification of IQGAP1 
protein may promote the development of high-risk C2 
subtype and play an important role in the progression of 
pancreatic cancer.

Furthermore, the pathway enrichment analysis of the 
results revealed that the phosphorylation levels of pro-
teins enriched in tumor-related pathways (e.g., Focal 
adhesion, cell-substrate junction, actin filament binding) 
were upregulated in the C2 subtype compared to the C1 
subtype (Fig.  5D-E). It aligns with the pathway enrich-
ment observed in phosphorylated proteins between 
tumor and normal tissue. Research has shown that phos-
phorylation of the proteins involved in these pathways 
plays a crucial role in developing and advancing pancre-
atic cancer. Previous studies have shown that IQGAP1 
functions as a cellular scaffold regulator by interacting 
with multiple proteins and participating in diverse bio-
logical activities, such as regulating cell cytoskeleton 
dynamics, cell-cell adhesion, cell invasion, and prolifera-
tion, and thereby exerting oncogenic effects [33–35].

In conclusion, the phosphorylation modification of 
the IQGAP1 protein may promote the occurrence of the 
high-risk C2 subtype in pancreatic cancer and play a cru-
cial role in the initiation and progression of pancreatic 
cancer.

Fig. 3 Subtyping of Pancreatic Cancer Patients. Note (A) Volcano plot of differential protein expression in the dataset, with red dots indicating upregu-
lated expression and blue dots indicating downregulated expression. (B) Heatmap of differential protein expression levels in the dataset, with hierarchi-
cal clustering based on protein expression levels on the left dendrogram, color bar on the right representing the gradient, red indicating upregulated 
expression and blue indicating downregulated expression. Above the histogram, red represents pancreatic cancer tissue samples (137 cases), and blue 
represents normal pancreatic tissue samples (74 cases). (C) Forest plot of independent prognosis analysis, with blue dots representing low-risk proteins 
and red dots representing high-risk proteins. (D) Curve graph evaluating the subtypes of pancreatic cancer, with different colored curves representing 
the number of subtypes. (E) Cluster map of pancreatic cancer subtypes, with 61 cases in the C1 subtype and 73 cases in the C2 subtype, originally 137 
pancreatic cancer patients, with 3 cases deleted due to missing survival information
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Unveiling the regulatory role of transcription factor SOX4 
in high-risk C2 subtype of pancreatic cancer: implications 
for MAPK1 and IQGAP1 modulation
In order to investigate and reveal the potential molecu-
lar mechanisms regulating the progression of pancre-
atic cancer from multiple aspects, we performed protein 
sequencing on 8 pancreatic cancer tissues and adjacent 
tissues. The expression level of proteins is generally 
regulated by transcription factors at the transcriptional 

level. In order to identify the upstream transcription fac-
tors regulating the kinase MAPK1, we extracted tumor-
related transcription factors from the sequencing data 
and differential analysis showed (Fig.  6A): a total of 12 
tumor-related transcription factors were differentially 
expressed in pancreatic cancer tissues.

WGCNA analysis was performed on the pancreatic 
cancer-related total proteins in the CPTAC database. The 
results showed that when the scale-free fit index r2 = 0.9, 

Fig. 4 Prognosis and GSEA Analysis of Pancreatic Cancer C1/C2 Subtypes. Note (A) Prognosis analysis of pancreatic cancer C1/C2 subtypes, with red 
representing the C1 subtype (61 cases) and blue representing the C2 subtype (73 cases). (B) Heatmap of clinical relevance with pancreatic cancer C1/C2 
subtypes, with a color bar on the top indicating different clinical characteristics. The asterisk (*) indicates significance at p < 0.05. (C) Percentage of clinical 
grade in C1/C2 subtypes. (D) Enriched pathways in GSEA analysis for C1/C2 subtypes
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the minimum soft threshold β = 2, which meets the cri-
teria for constructing a scale-free network. Therefore, 
we chose r2 = 0.9 and β = 2 as the standards for WGCNA 
module identification (Figure S1A). Four co-expression 
modules were identified in the expression matrix, among 
which the turquoise module showed the most significant 
positive correlation with the disease status (Figure S1B). 
Therefore, we intersected the 12 tumor-related transcrip-
tion factors differentially expressed in pancreatic cancer 
tissues with the proteins enriched in the turquoise mod-
ule, and obtained three proteins, SOX4, MYH11, and 
PDX1 (Fig.  6B). Among them, SOX4 and MYH11 were 
significantly upregulated, while PDX1 was significantly 
downregulated (Fig.  6C). Moreover, only the protein 
SOX4 showed a significant positive correlation with the 
kinase MAPK1 (Fig.  6D). Previous studies have shown 
that SOX4 is involved in promoting tumor metastasis 
[36, 37]. Therefore, we selected SOX4 protein for further 
study in pancreatic cancer tissues.

The protein data associated with pancreatic cancer in 
the CPTAC database (Fig.  6E-F) demonstrates a high 

expression of SOX4 in pancreatic cancer tissues, with an 
upregulation observed in the C2 subtype compared to the 
C1 subtype. The overexpression of the SOX4 protein is 
strongly correlated with a negative prognosis in patients 
with pancreatic cancer (Fig.  6G). The online platform 
predicted that SOX4 potentially participates in the regu-
lation of MAPK1 transcription, as indicated in Fig. 6H.

In conclusion, the transcription factor SOX4 may 
promote the development of the high-risk C2 subtype 
of pancreatic cancer by regulating the transcription of 
MAPK1 and promoting the phosphorylation modifica-
tion of IQGAP1. It plays a critical role in the occurrence 
and progression of pancreatic cancer.

Experimental validation of SOX4-MAPK1-IQGAP1 Axis: 
unraveling the regulatory mechanisms in pancreatic 
cancer progression
Based on the bioinformatics analysis above, we specu-
late that in pancreatic cancer, the transcription factor 
SOX4 may be involved in promoting the phosphorylation 
modification of IQGAP1 by regulating the transcription 

Fig. 5 Differential Analysis of Phosphorylated Proteins and Pathway Enrichment Analysis in Pancreatic Cancer Patients’ C1/C2 Subtypes. Note (A) Volcano 
plot of differentially phosphorylated proteins in pancreatic cancer patients’ C1/C2 subtypes. Red dots represent upregulated phosphorylation levels; blue 
dots represent downregulated phosphorylation levels; (B) Heatmap of phosphorylation levels of differentially expressed proteins in pancreatic cancer 
patients’ C1/C2 subtypes. The dendrogram on the left is based on protein phosphorylation levels; the color bar on the right represents the intensity of 
phosphorylation, with red indicating high phosphorylation levels and blue indicating low phosphorylation levels. The histogram at the top represents 
C1 subtype cancer tissue samples (61 cases) in blue and C2 subtype cancer tissue samples (73 cases) in red; (C) Bar chart showing the phosphorylation 
levels of IQGAP1 protein in pancreatic cancer patients’ C1/C2 subtypes, with blue representing C1 subtype (61 cases) and red representing C2 subtype (73 
cases); (D) Network of pathway enrichment analysis for upregulated phosphorylated proteins in pancreatic cancer tissues. Red dots represent enriched 
pathway names, the size of the dots represents the number of enriched proteins, and the larger the dot, the greater the number of enriched proteins. 
Blue dots represent the enriched proteins; (E) Network of pathway enrichment analysis for upregulated phosphorylated proteins in pancreatic cancer 
tissues of the C2 subtype
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Fig. 6 Predicted molecular mechanism of SOX4-MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphorylation modification. Note (A) Heatmap of differentially expressed tumor-
related transcription factors in pancreatic cancer tissue proteomic sequencing data. The dendrogram on the left is based on protein expression levels; the 
color bar on the right represents the intensity of expression, with red indicating upregulated expression and blue indicating downregulated expression. 
The histogram at the top represents normal adjacent tissue samples (8 cases) in blue and pancreatic cancer tissue samples (8 cases) in red; (B) Venn dia-
gram showing the intersection of 12 differentially expressed tumor-related transcription factors in pancreatic cancer tissues and proteins enriched in the 
turquoise module; (C) Bar chart showing the expression of SOX4, MYH11, and PDX1 proteins in pancreatic cancer tissue proteomic sequencing data, with 
blue representing normal adjacent tissue samples (8 cases) and red representing pancreatic cancer tissue samples (8 cases); (D) Analysis of the correlation 
between SOX4, MYH11, PDX1 proteins, and kinase MAPK1 in pancreatic cancer tissue proteomic sequencing data; (E) Bar chart showing the expression of 
SOX4 protein in pancreatic cancer-related proteomic data from the CPTAC database, with red representing pancreatic cancer tissue samples (137 cases) 
and blue representing normal pancreatic tissue samples (74 cases); (F) Bar chart showing the expression of SOX4 protein in pancreatic cancer patients’ 
C1/C2 subtypes, with blue representing C1 subtype (61 cases) and red representing C2 subtype (73 cases); (G) Prognostic analysis of pancreatic cancer 
patients based on the median expression of SOX4 protein, with blue representing the high expression group (67 cases) and red representing the low 
expression group (67 cases); (H) Predicted diagram of SOX4 involvement in the regulation of MAPK1 transcription
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of MAPK1. Next, we will further validate this in vitro 
cell experiment. First, the expression levels of SOX4, 
MAPK1, and phosphorylated IQGAP1 in pancreatic 
cancer cells were detected using RT-qPCR and Western 
blot (Fig. 7A-B). The results showed that compared to the 
normal human pancreatic ductal epithelial cells (H6C7), 
the expression levels of SOX4 and MAPK1, as well as 
the phosphorylation level of IQGAP1, were significantly 
increased in pancreatic cancer cells. The impact of SOX4 
on the promoter activity of MAPK1 was tested using a 
dual-luciferase reporter assay, and the results showed 
that in the co-transfection group with MAPK1-WT, the 
overexpression of SOX4 significantly increased the pro-
moter activity of MAPK1; while in the co-transfection 
group with MAPK1-MUT, the overexpression of SOX4 
had no significant effect on the promoter activity of 
MAPK1 (Fig. 7C). The ChIP assay results demonstrated 
that after overexpressing SOX4, there was a significant 
increase in the enrichment of SOX4 on the MAPK1 
promoter (Fig.  7D), indicating that SOX4 can promote 

the transcription of MAPK1 by binding to the MAPK1 
promoter.

Next, pancreatic cancer cells HPAC were grouped 
and treated. The Western blot results showed that after 
silencing SOX4, the expression of SOX4 significantly 
decreased (sh-SOX4-1 showed better silencing effect 
and was selected for subsequent experiments), and the 
expression levels of MAPK1 and the phosphorylation 
level of IQGAP1 were significantly reduced. Meanwhile, 
after overexpressing MAPK1, the expression levels of 
MAPK1 and the phosphorylation level of IQGAP1 were 
reversed (Fig.  7E-F). This indicates that the phosphory-
lation level of IQGAP1 can be regulated by the kinase 
MAPK1, and overexpression of MAPK1 can promote the 
phosphorylation of IQGAP1.

In summary, the activation of MAPK1 transcription 
by SOX4 promotes the phosphorylation modification of 
IQGAP1.

Fig. 7 Molecular mechanism of SOX4-MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphorylation regulation. Note (A) RT-qPCR analysis of SOX4 and MAPK1 mRNA expression 
levels in pancreatic cancer cells; (B) Western blot analysis of SOX4, MAPK1 protein expression levels, and IQGAP1 phosphorylation levels in pancreatic 
cancer cells; (C) Dual luciferase assay to assess the effect of SOX4 on MAPK1 promoter activity; (D) ChIP assay to detect the enrichment of SOX4 on the 
MAPK1 promoter; (E) Western blot analysis of siRNA efficiency in silencing SOX4; (F) Western blot analysis of SOX4, MAPK1 protein expression levels, and 
IQGAP1 phosphorylation levels in different groups of pancreatic cancer cells. *P < 0.05 compared to control group. All cell experiments were performed 
in triplicate
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Functional assays reveal SOX4 as a key regulator of 
pancreatic cancer cell proliferation, migration, and 
invasion via MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphorylation
To evaluate the effects of SOX4 on the biological func-
tions of pancreatic cancer cells by activating the MAPK1 
transcription and promoting IQGAP1 phosphorylation 
modification, we conducted functional tests on grouped 
pancreatic cancer cells using CCK-8, colony formation, 
and Transwell experiments. The results showed (Fig. 8A-
C; Figure S2A-C): after silencing SOX4, the proliferation, 
migration, and invasion abilities of pancreatic cancer 
cells were significantly reduced; meanwhile, overexpres-
sion of MAPK1 reversed the proliferation, migration, 
and invasion abilities of pancreatic cancer cells. This 
indicates that silencing SOX4 can suppress the prolifera-
tion, migration, and invasion of pancreatic cancer cells by 
reducing the MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphorylation level.

In vivo validation of SOX4’s role in pancreatic 
cancer growth and metastasis via MAPK1-IQGAP1 
phosphorylation
Lastly, we examined the impact of SOX4 on tumor pro-
liferation and spread by establishing subcutaneous and 
orthotopic pancreatic cancer xenograft models, along 
with a liver metastasis model in nude mice in vivo. It was 
achieved by modulating the phosphorylation of MAPK1-
IQGAP1. Upon silencing SOX4, we observed a sup-
pression in the growth of subcutaneous and orthotopic 

tumors in nude mice. In contrast, the overexpression 
of MAPK1 enhanced the growth of subcutaneous and 
orthotopic tumors in nude mice (Fig.  9A-B). Further 
observations revealed that when SOX4 was silenced, 
there was a decrease in the number of metastases in axil-
lary lymph nodes and the liver (Fig.  9C-E). Conversely, 
overexpressing MAPK1 led to an increase in the num-
ber of metastases in axillary lymph nodes and the liver. 
It has been observed that the inhibition of SOX4 could 
effectively suppress the growth and metastasis of pan-
creatic cancer by decreasing the phosphorylation level of 
MAPK1-IQGAP1.

Discussion
Based on the comprehensive research conducted above, 
we could tentatively deduce the following conclusion 
(Fig.  10): SOX4 can enhance the growth and metastasis 
of pancreatic cancer by activating the transcription of 
MAPK1, thereby facilitating the phosphorylation modi-
fication of IQGAP1. This study integrates the analysis of 
the CPTAC public database and tumor sequencing data 
from pancreatic cancer patients. Additionally, it veri-
fies the findings through in vitro cell experiments and 
in vivo animal studies, thus yielding novel theoretical 
foundations and molecular targets for pancreatic cancer 
treatment.

This study revealed that SOX4 activates the transcrip-
tion of MAPK1, thereby promoting the phosphorylation 

Fig. 8 The impact of SOX4 on proliferation, migration, and invasion of PSN1 pancreatic cancer cells through regulation of MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphoryla-
tion. Note (A) CCK-8 assay was performed to evaluate the proliferation of PSN1 cells in different groups; (B) Clonogenic assay was conducted to assess 
the colony-forming ability of PSN1 cells in different groups; (C) Transwell assay was employed to measure the migration and invasion capabilities of PSN1 
cells in different groups, Scale bar = 200 μm. * indicates a difference (P < 0.05) between the two groups, and all cell experiments were repeated three times
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Fig. 9 The influence of SOX4 on the growth and metastasis of pancreatic cancer through regulation of MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphorylation. Note (A) Sub-
cutaneous tumor volume (left) and weight (right) in nude mice of different groups; (B) In situ tumor images (left) and diameter analysis (right) in nude 
mice of different groups; (C) Statistical analysis of the number of axillary lymph node metastases in subcutaneous transplantation tumor in different 
groups, LN = Lymph node; (D) Statistical analysis of the average liver metastasis number in different groups of nude mice; (E) H&E staining to detect liver 
metastasis in different groups of nude mice, Scale bar = 1 mm, black arrows point to the liver metastasis region; * indicates a difference (P < 0.05), with six 
nude mice in each group
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modification of IQGAP1, which is implicated in the 
growth and metastasis of pancreatic cancer. This finding 
is consistent with previous studies, suggesting that SOX4 
functions as a promoter in various types of cancer [38–
40]. Nevertheless, the specific role and regulatory mecha-
nisms of {specific element} in pancreatic cancer remain 
inadequately documented. Our research provides new 
insights and evidence for this. Analysis of phosphopro-
teomics and proteomics data has revealed that MAPK1 
could potentially play a pivotal role in the development 
of pancreatic cancer by promoting the phosphorylation 
modification of IQGAP1. This finding is in line with prior 
research, which has confirmed the significance of the 
MAPK signaling pathway as a critical regulator in vari-
ous forms of cancer [41–43]. Nevertheless, the direct reg-
ulation of IQGAP1 by MAPK1 and its association with 

pancreatic cancer has not been thoroughly investigated. 
This study addresses this research gap.

The present study categorized patients with pancreatic 
cancer into two subtypes, C1 and C2, using proteomics 
data. Indeed, various cancer subtypes could yield varied 
impacts on treatment response and prognosis [44]. Spe-
cifically, our findings indicate that the high-risk C2 sub-
type is linked to a negative prognosis and a classification 
of high-grade malignant tumors. These findings provide 
valuable insights for developing future treatment strate-
gies for pancreatic cancer. This study not only elucidated 
the regulatory effects of SOX4 on MAPK1 and IQGAP1 
but also verified the underlying mechanisms through in 
vitro cell experiments and in vivo animal experiments. 
Simultaneously, the suppression of SOX4 hinders the 
proliferation, migration, and invasion of pancreatic 
cancer cells. This discovery establishes a theoretical 

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram illustrating the molecular mechanisms by which SOX4 regulates MAPK1-IQGAP1 phosphorylation to influence pancreatic 
cancer growth and metastasis
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foundation for considering SOX4 as a potential therapeu-
tic target for treating pancreatic cancer.

While previous studies have implicated SOX4, MAPK1, 
and IQGAP1 in the occurrence and progression of can-
cer, reports are scarce on their specific relationship and 
interaction mechanisms. This study was the first to com-
prehensively and systematically explore these three fac-
tors’ roles and interaction mechanisms in pancreatic 
cancer. The findings provide new directions for pancre-
atic cancer research.

This study offers a comprehensive analysis of the role 
played by the phosphorylation regulatory axis of SOX4/
MAPK1/IQGAP1 in the occurrence and development 
of pancreatic cancer. It provides novel insights into the 
molecular mechanisms underlying pancreatic cancer. 
Considering pancreatic cancer’s unfavorable progno-
sis and clinical treatment difficulties, this study could 
offer new targets for innovative therapeutic strategies. 
For instance, the regulatory axis involving SOX4 and 
MAPK1-IQGAP1 may offer guidance for treatment. Pro-
teomics analysis categorizes pancreatic cancer patients 
into two subtypes, C1 and C2, laying the foundation 
for tailored treatment and prognosis assessment. The 
reliability of the results has been enhanced by confirm-
ing mechanistic findings through in vitro and in vivo 
experiments.

Despite obtaining a wealth of data from the CPTAC 
database, only samples from 8 patients with pancreatic 
cancer were utilized for experimental validation. This 
sample size may not be adequate to comprehensively rep-
resent the heterogeneity of pancreatic cancer patients. 
This study primarily utilized cell and animal models, 
and additional clinical trials are necessary to validate its 
practical application and effects in humans. The study 
stated that SOX4 promotes the phosphorylation of 
IQGAP1 by activating MAPK1 transcription. However, 
the precise phosphorylation mechanism and the regula-
tory factors require further investigation. In the future, 
it would be worth considering drug screening or treat-
ment strategies that target the regulatory axis of SOX4 
or MAPK1-IQGAP1. It could open up new possibilities 
for the treatment of pancreatic cancer. To enhance the 
sample size and obtain a more comprehensive under-
standing of the phosphorylation modification’s role in 
SOX4/MAPK1/IQGAP1 among diverse pancreatic can-
cer patients. Comprehensive mechanistic studies are nec-
essary to examine the activation of MAPK1 transcription 
by SOX4 and the subsequent impact of MAPK1 on the 
phosphorylation of IQGAP1. Given the roles of SOX4, 
MAPK1, and IQGAP1 in other cancers, further investi-
gation should be conducted to explore the functions and 
mechanisms of this regulatory axis in other cancer types.

Conclusion
Overall, this study offers a fresh perspective on the 
mechanisms underlying pancreatic cancer and presents 
opportunities for exploring novel treatment approaches. 
However, additional research and experiments are still 
necessary to determine how these findings could effec-
tively translate into clinical practice.
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